Legility Managed Claims

Legility Managed
Claims Solution
Organizations faced with
significant volumes of similar
claims often feel significant
cost and time pressure.
Claims have varying discovery
requirements, deadlines,
jurisdictions, and local counsel.

Legility’s Services Include:
Implementing a costeffective claims electronic
document repository
Creation of factual timelines
Identification of key
witnesses / individuals

Tracking these claims to ensure they are assessed
and handled consistently and efficiently, while making
information-sharing simple and expedient, can be a
significant challenge.

Draft answers and discovery

With Legility’s managed claims solution, sophisticated
legal teams can leverage our managed workflow,
process automation, and technical enhancements to
provide high quality products in less time than a pure
staffing model, at a much lower cost than simply handing
the matter to counsel. Legility specialized teams tackle
the early claims handling and pull together your matters
efficiently at the outset.

Preparation of factual
analysis to support
economic experts

The Solution
We combine technology with sophisticated workflows
to speed work product creation; deploy quality control
measures to provide supervising counsel with high-quality
deliverables; and deliver unparalleled transparency into the
entire process with detailed monthly reports.

Abstract claims/case

Providing real time
multi-claim data analytics

Legility Managed Claims
Achieve the lowest claim handling cost possible
with efficient, high-quality legal services:
•

Managed Claims Experts, On Demand
Legility has a global roster of attorneys
and legal professionals and can assemble
experienced legal professionals in a matter
of days with experience for virtually any
type of litigation or claim.

•

Purpose-built claims management technology

•

Legility’s Legal Team Manager (LTM) is a
dedicated web-based application that tracks
every claim from intake to closure. LTM is
specifically tailored for your process to capture
the important information about your claims,
in precisely the way that’s most effective for
your organization.

•

Everlaw Claims Repository provides a
central place to:
•

Manage all claims documents

•

Streamline document productions

•

Manage deposition transcripts;

•

Categorize, image, redact, Bates stamp,
and produce documents

Legility’s LTM is specifically configured to work in
tandem with Everlaw to give you and your counsel
full visibility into every matter.
The Results
Regardless of the volume of claims, Legility
managed claims solution delivers better claims
handling processes; better data management;
and enables your team to be well-prepared and
well-informed throughout the process.
We’ll help you manage your claims handling process
and resources more efficiently, thereby reducing
operational challenges and adding earlier
predictability of outcome, while saving costs.

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Legal Team Manager (DEMO) > Default Dashboard

Legal Team Manager (LTM), is a dedicated web-based application that tracks
every claim from intake to closure.

Demo - Claims Workflow Manager (v3) > WO Type Dasboard

Legility’s Claims Workflow Manager is essential in showing who is doing
what, the specific work being done, progress and bottlenecks, deadlines
and time tracking, and a global view of ongoing claims – all in a simple
dashboard. This helps create a ‘Claims Lifecycle Matrix’ from intake to handoff, with escalation features, a streamlined and repeatable process, and
clarity into the status of each claim – available 24/7.

